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Steiner Triple Systems with an Involution 
ALAN HARTMAN AND DEAN G. HOFFMAN 
Let n be a permutation of the set p, 2, ... , v} having/ < v fixed points and (v - f)/2 disjoint 
transpositions. We investigate the existence of Steiner triple systems admitting n as an auto-
morphism. Whenf = I such a system is known as a reverse Steiner triple system and it is known 
that reverse Steiner triple systems exist if and only if v == 1,3,9 or 19 (mod 24). In this paper we 
show that a Steiner triple system admitting n as an automorphism, and / > I exists if and only if 
v == I or 3 (mod 6), / == 1 or 3 (mod 6), and either (v - / == 0 (mod 4), and v '" 2/ + I) or 
(v - / == 2 (mod 4), and v '" 3f). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A Steiner triple system 01 order v, denoted S(v), is an ordered pair (X, f3), where X is a 
set of cardinality v, and f3 is a set of 3-subsets of X, called blocks, such that every 2-subset 
of X is contained in a unique block. 
It is well known that an S(v) exists if and only if v == 1 or 3 (mod 6). 
An automorphism of an S (v) is a permutation n of X which fixes f3 setwise, i.e. n(f3) = f3 
where n(A) = {n(a): a E A}. 
let n be a permutation of degree v and type [n] = [n" n2' ... , nv ], i.e. the disjoint cycle 
decomposition of n contains n i cycles of length i and Lin; = v. An S(v) admitting n as an 
automorphism will be denoted by Sn(v). 
The following problem has been studied by several authors: given a permutation of type 
[n], for which orders v does there exist an Sn(v)? This problem has been completely solved 
in the following cases: 
1. [n] = [0,0, ... ,0, 1]. In this case an Sn(v) is called cyclic, and Pe1tesohn [6] 
has shown that a cyclic S(v) exists if and only if v == 1 or 3 (mod 6) and v =1= 9, see also 
[3]. 
2. [n] = [1, (v - 1)/2,0,0, ... ,0]. In this case an Sn(v) is called reverse. A reverse S(v) 
exists if and only if v == 1, 3,9 of 19 (mod 24), see [4], [8], [11]. 
3. [n] = [1,0,0, ... ,0, k, 0, 0, ... , O]i.e.n, = I,n(v_')/k = kandn; = ° otherwise. In 
this case an Sn (v) is called k-rotational. The following results are from [2], [7]. 
A I-rotational S(v) exists if an only if v == 3 or 9 (mod 24). 
A 2-rotational S(v) exists if and only if v == 1, 3, 7, 9, 15 of 19 (mod 24). 
A 3-rotational S(v) exists if and only if v == 1 or 19 (mod 24). 
A 4-rotational S(v) exists if and only if v == 1,9, 13 or 21 (mod 24). 
A 6-rotational S(v) exists if and only if v == 1, 7 of 19 (mod 24). 
When[n] = [3,(v - 3)/2,0,0, ... , 0] then Doyen [5] has shown that an Sn(v) exists for 
all v == 3 (mod 6) and the existence of Sn(v) for v == 1 (mod 6) was left open. 
In this paper we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of Sn(v) where 
[n] = [J,(v - 1)/2,0,0, ... ,0] i.e. whenever n is an involution with 1 fixed points. We 
restrict ourselves to the cases where 1 < 1 < v since whenl = 1 or v the problem has been 
solved, as the existence problem for reverse triple systems and Steiner triple systems, 
respectively. 
Throughout the remainder of this paper Zn denotes the additive group of integers modulo 
n with residue classes {O, 1, ... ,n - I}, and X = (Zn X Z2) u Zr, where v = 2n + f 
For brevity we write X; for the ordered pair (x, i) E Zn X Z2' 
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The permutation n of X is defined by 
{
X if x E Zj' 
n(x) = 
XI_i if x = Xi E Zn X Z2' 
A subsystem (Y, P) of an S(v), (Z, y), is an S(IYI) such that Y s; Z and P S; y. 
I t is easy to see that the set of fixed points of an automorphism of an S (v) is the point 
set of a subsystem, and it is well known that if an S(v) contains a sub-S(f) then v = for 
v ;?! 2f + 1. Hence necessary conditions for the existence of an S" (v) with v > f are that 
f == 1 or 3 (mod 6) and v ;?! 2f + 1. 
Now consider the set of blocks of the form {x, Yj, Zj} where X E Zj is fixed. By the 
definition of S (v) there are precisely n such blocks, and when n is pdd, at least one of them 
must have the form {x, Yo, YI }. Since there are precisely n pairs { Yo, YI } we have n ;?! f when 
n is odd. 
In summary we have the following: 
LEMMA 1.1. If there exists an S,,(v) with v > f > 1 then v == 1 or 3 (mod 6),j == lor 
3 (mod 6), and either (v - f == 0 (mod 4), and v ;?! 2f + 1) or (v - f == 2 (mod 4), and 
v ;?! 3f). 
The converse of Lemma 1.1 is proved in section 3 of this paper, following some prelimi-
nary results on I-factorizations in section 2. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
For undefined graph theoretical terminology we refer to [1]. 
A I-factor of a graph G = (V, E) is a subset of E which partitions V, in other words 
-a set of independent edges which spans V. A I-factorization, F, of G is a partition 
{FI' F2 ,· •• , F;} of Einto I-factors. 
Anf-automorphism of a I-factorization is a permutation a of V which fixes each I-factor, 
i.e. a(F;) = F;, for all 1 :::; i :::; r. A I-factorization which admits a as anf-automorphism 
will be called a a-factorization. In Figure I we give an example of a graph having a 
n-factorization, where n is defined in section 1. 
Let (X, P) be an S,,(v). Since the set of fixed points of n form a subsystem, we can 
partition P into three subsets Po, PI, P3, where a block is in pj if it contains precisely i points 
of Zj' Let F(Po) be the graph with vertex set Zn X Z2 and {Xj' Yj} is an edge of Fif and 
only if {x j, Yj} is contained in no member of Po (or equivalently {Xi' Yj} is contained in a 
member of PI)' Let Fk = {{xj,Yj}:{k,Xj,Yj)EPd. The set {Fk:kEZj } forms a n-
factorization of 1. 
Conversely, if Po is a set of 3-subsets of Zn X Z2 such that the graph F(Po) has 
a n-factorization with f I-factors, then we can construct an S,,(v) by letting PI = 
{ {k, Xi' Yj} : {x j , yJ E Fk, k E Zj}, and letting P3 be the block set of an S (f) with point 
set Zj' 
In section 3 we give constructions of the sets Po and we use the results of this section 
to establish the existence of a n-factorization of F(Po) with f I-factors. 
For X E Zm we define Ixi by 
{
X, if 0 :::; X :::; mj2, 
Ixi = 
- x, otherwise. 
Let m ;?! 2 be an integer and let L be a non-empty subset of {I, 2, ... [mj2]}, where [x] 
is the greatest integer :::; x. 
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FIGURE I. Example used in Case 2.3. A graph having an-factorization. 
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The cyclic graph G(m, L) is defined to be the graph with vertex set Zm and edge set E 
defined by {x, y} E E if and only if I y - xl E L. 
The following result is due to Stern and Lenz [10]. 
THEOREM 2.1. A cyclic graph G (m, L) has a I-jactorization if and only if m is even and 
mj gcd (i,m) is even for some i E L. 
Given a graph G = (V, E), we say that the graph H = (V X Z2, E2) is a doubling of G 
if for every edge {x, y} E E precisely one of the following holds 
(i) {xo, Yo} E E2 and {XI' yd E E2 
(ii) {xo, yd E E2 and {XI' Yo} E E2 
LEMMA 2.2 If a graph G has a I-jactorization, then any doubling H ofG has a n-factoriz-
ation. 
PROOF For each I-factor of G construct a I-factor of H by replacing each edge {x, y} 
by the two edges ({xo, Yo} and {XI' YI}) or ({xo, Yd and {XI' Yo}) whichever is appro-
priate. 
The proof of the following theorem is based on the ideas of Stern and Lenz. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let G be a simple regular graph and let H be a graph formed by taking a 
doubling of G and adding all edges of the form {xo, XI}' Then H has an-factorization. 
PROOF. If G is regular of degree r then, by Vizing's theorem (see [1]), G has a proper edge 
colouring in at most r + 1 colours. Let Ci , 0 ~ i ~ r be the set of edges receiving colour 
i. Each vertex X in G is incident with edges of r different colours, so there is a unique colour 
f(x) such that Cf(x) contains no edge incident with x. Form the I-factor F; of H by replacing 
each edge {x, y} E Ci by the two edges ({xo, yo) and {XI' yd) or ({xo, yd and {XI' Yo}) 
whichever is appropriate, and add all edges {xo, XI} such thatf(x) = i. 
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3. CONSTRUCTIONS 
In this section we give constructions for Sn(v) for all values of v and f satisfying the 
conditions of Lemma 1.1. As stated in section 2, we only give constructions for the set Po 
of blocks containing no point of Zf. The remaining blocks are constructed from a n-
factorization of T(Po) and an S(I). 
Unless stated otherwise the existence of a n-factorization of T(Po) is guaranteed by the 
results of the previous section for the following reasons. If n is odd then T(Po) satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem 2.3. If n is even then T(Po) can be expressed as the disjoint union 
of a graph satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.3 and a second graph which is a doubling 
of G(n, L) with nl2 E L. This second graph has a n-factorization by Theorem 2.1 and 
Lemma 2.2. 
The construction of Po is given in several cases, most of which are covered by the 
first three constructions. The case breakdown is generally according to the value of 
n = (v - 1)12 modulo 12. Most of the constructions make use of the constants k, t and 
15; in general k takes the value [nI12], t = [/16], and 15 is either 0 of I depending on the case 
under consideration. Throughout the sequel a denotes the permutation of Zn X Z2 defined 
by a(x;) = (x + 1);. 
CONSTRUCTION 1. Consider the following families of base blocks. 
AI: {Oo, (2k + 1 + i)o, (4k - 1 - i)d, 0 ~ i < k - 1. 
BI : {Oo, (4k + i)l, (6k - i)I}, 0 ~ i < k. 
CI : {Oo, (3k)0, (5k)d· 
D I : {0o, (2k + 1 + i)l, (4k - i)o}, 0 ~ i < k. 
EI (b): {Oo, (4k + 1 + 15 + i)o, (6k + 15 - i)o}, 0 ~ i < k. 
FI : {0o, (4k + 1)0, (8k + 2)0}· 
CASE 1.1. n = 12k + 1, k > 0,1 = 6t + 1, 0 ~ t < 2k. 
Let Po be the <a, n) orbits of the blocks in BI , C I , DI and any 2k - 1 - t of the blocks 
in AI, and EI (0). 
CASE 1.2. n = 12k + 2, k ~ 0,1 = 6t + 3, 0 ~ t ~ 4k. 
Let Po be the <a, n) orbits of any 4k - t of the blocks in AI, BI , CI , D I, and EI (0). 
CASE 1.3. n = 12k + 3, k > 0,1 = 6t + 3, 0 ~ t < 2k. 
Let Po be the <a, n) orbits of the blocks in BI , C I , D I , FI and any 2k - 1 - t of the blocks 
in AI> and EI (1). 
CASE 1.4. n = 12k + 3, k > 0,1 = 6t + 1,0 < t < 2k. 
Let Po be the <a, n) orbits of the blocks in BI , C I , D I , FI and any 2k - 1 - t of the blocks 
in AI, and EI (1), omitting the block At = {00,(3k - 1)0, (3k + 1)d from AI. Now add 
the <a3 , n) orbit of At. 
CASE 1.5. n = 12k + 4, k ~ 0,1 = 6t + 1, 0 < t ~ 4k + 1. 
When k = 0 let Po = <p otherwise, let Po be the <a, n) orbits of any 4k + 1 - t of the 
blocks in AI> BI , C I , D I, and EI(1). 
CONSTRUCTION 2. Consider the following families of base blocks: 
A2(15): {Oo, (2k + 1 + 15 + i)l, (4k + 1 + 15 - i)d, 0 ~ i < k. 
B2(15):{00, (4k + 2 + 15 + i)l, (6k + 2 + 15 - i)o}, 0 ~ i < k. 
C2 : {Oo, (3k + 1)1, (5k + 2)d. 
D 2 :{00, (2k + 2 + 00, (4k + 1 - i)o}, 0 ~ i < k. 
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E2: {0o, (4k + 3 + i)o , (6k + 2 - i)d, 0 ~ i < k. 
F2: {0o, (4k + 2)0 , (8k + 4)0 }. 
G2: {0o, (4k + 2)0, (6k + 3»)} . 
CASE 2.1. n = 12k + S, k ~ 0, f = 3, 0 ~ 1 ~ 2k. 
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Let Po be the <(T, n) orbits of the blocks in B2(0), C2, D2 and any 2k - 1 of the blocks in 
A2(0) , and E2 • 
CASE 2.2. n = 12k + 6, k ~ 0,/ = 61 + 3, 0 ~ t ~ 4k + 1. 
Let Po be the <(T, n ) orbits of F2 and any 4k + I - t of the blocks in A2(0), B2(0) , C2, D2, 
and E2 • 
CASE 2.3. n = 12k + 6, k ~ 0,/ = 6t + I, 0 < t ~ 4k + 1. 
When k = 0 let Po be the <(T, n ) orbit of Fz and the <(T3, n ) orbit of Cz. The graph T(Po) 
has a n-factorization using the graph shown in Figure I, and Theorem 2.3. 
For k > 0 let Po be the <(T, n) orbit of F2, the <(T3 , n) orbit of {0o, (3k + 1)0, 
(3k + 2)0} E D2 and any 4k + I - 1 of the <(T, n) orbits of the remaining blocks in A2(0), 
B2(0) , C2, D2, and E2. 
CASE 2.4. n = 12k + 7, k > 0,/ = 6t + 1, 0 < t ~ 2k. 
Let Po be the <(T, n ) orbits of B2(1), D2, G2, {0o, (Sk + 2)0, (Sk + 3)d E E2, and any 
2k - t of the remaining blocks in A 2 (l), and E2 • 
CASE 2.S. n = 12k + 8, k ~ 0, f = 6t + 3, 0 < t ~ 4k + 2. 
Let Po be the <(T, n) orbits of any 4k + 2 - t of the blocks in A 2 (1), B2(l), Dz, E2, and 
G2 • 
CONSTRUCTION 3. Consider the following families of base blocks: 
A3(b) : {0o, (2k + 2 + b + i)o, (4k + 2 + b - i)o}, 0 ~ i < k. 
B3(b) : {0o, (4k + 4 + b + i)o, (6k + 4 + b - i»)_o}, 0 ~ i < k . 
C3(b) : {0o, (4k + 3 + b)o , (8k + 6 + 2b)0}. 
D3(b) : {0o, (3k + 2 + b)o, (Sk + 4 + b»)_ o}' 
E3(b): {0o, (2k + 3 + i»)_o, (4k + 2 - i))-a}, 0 ~ i < k. 
F3(b): {0o, (4k + 3 + b + i))_ o, (6k + 4 + b - i)o}, b ~ i ~ k. 
G3: {0o, (2k + 2)0, (4k + 3)0} . 
CASE 3.1. n = 12k + 9, k ~ 0,/ = 6t + 3, 0 ~ t ~ 2k. 
Let Po be the <(T, n) orbits of A3(0), C3(0), D3(0), F3(0) , and any 2k - t of the blocks in 
B3(0) , and E3(0). 
CASE 3.2. n = 12k + 9, k > 0,/ = 61 + 1, 0 < t ~ 2k. 
CASE 3.2.1 . k == I (mod 3). 
Let Po be the <(T3, n ) orbit of {0o, (Sk + 3)0, (Sk + S)d E B3(0) and the <(T, n) orbits of 
the blocks in A3(0), C3(0), D3(0), F3(0), and any 2k - t of the remaining blocks in B3(0), 
and E3(0). 
CASE 3.2.2. k == 2 (mod 3). 
Let Po be the <(T3, n ) orbit of {0o, (Sk + 3») , (Sk + 4)0} E F3(0) and the <(T, n ) orbits of 
{0o, (4k + 3») , (6k + 4)0} E F3(0) , the blocks in B3(0), C3(0), D3(0), E3(0) , and any 
2k - t of the remaining blocks in A3(0) , and F3(0) . 
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CASE 3.2.3. k == 0 (mod 3). 
Let Po be the <0.3, n) orbit of D3(0) and the <(J, n) orbits of {0o, (3k + 2)1, (3k + 3)d E 
E3(0), the blocks in A3(0), C3 (0), F3(0), and any 2k - t of the remaining blocks in B3(0), 
and E3(0). 
CASE 3.3. n = 12k + 10, k ~ O,f = 6t + 1,0 < t ~ 4k + 3. 
Let Po be the <(J, n) orbits of any 4k + 3 - t of the blocks in A3(0), B3(0), D3(0), E3(0) 
and F3(0). 
CASE 3.4. n = 12k + II, k ~ O,f = 6t + 3, 0 < t ~ 2k + 1 
Let P be the < (J, n) orbits of the blocks in A3 (1), D3 (1), F3 (1), and any 2k + 1 - t of the 
blocks in B3(1), E3(1), and G3 • 
CASE 3.5. n = 12k + 12, k ~ O,f = 6t + 3, 0 < t ~ 4k + 3. 
Let Po be the <(J, n) orbits of C3 (1), and any 4k + 3 - t of the blocks in A3(1), B3(1), 
D3(1), E3(1), F3(1), and G3. 
CASE 3.6. n = 12k + 12, k ~ O,f = 6t + 1, 1 < t ~ 4k + 3. 
When k = 0, let Po be the <(J2, n) orbits of {0o, 40, 8o}, {0o, 11, 5d, and the <(J, n) orbit 
of {0o, 30, 50} (when t = 2). When k > 0, let Po be the <(J3, n) orbit of {0o, (3k + 2)1, 
(3k + 4)1} E A3(1), and the <(J, n) orbits of C3(1), and any 4k + 3 - t of the remaining 
blocks in A3(1), B3(1), D3(1), E3(1), F3(1), and G3. 
It remains to establish the existence of an Sn(2n + /) in the following cases: 
CASE 4. n == I or 3 (mod 6),/ = n. 
CASE 5. n == 3 (mod 6),f = n - 2. 
CASE 6. n == 8 (mod 12),f = 3. 
CASE 7. n == 0 (mod 12),/ = 3 or 7. 
CASE 4. n == 3 (mod 6),/ = n. 
Let Po be the <n) orbits of the blocks of an Sen) with point size Zn x {O}. 
The constructions for Case 5 are adaptations of Rosa's constructions [9] for cyclic S(v), 
see also [3]. 
CASE 5.1. n = 24k + 3,f = 24k + 1, k > O. 
Let Po be the <(J, n) orbits of the following blocks 
{0o, (4k + 1 + 00, (8k - i)o, 0 ~ i < k - 1. 
{0o, (5k + 00, (7k - 1 - 00, 0 ~ i < k - 1. 
{0o, (8k + 2 + 00, (12k - 0o}, 0 ~ i < k - 1. 
{0o, (9k + 2 + 00, (11k - 0o}, 0 ~ i < k - 1. 
{0o, (7k)o, (9k + 1)0}, {0o, (7k + 1)0, (11k + 1)0}, 
{0o, (10k + 1)0, (I2k + 1)0}, {0o, (8k + 1)0' (16k + 2)0}, 
{0o, (6k - 1)0, (6k)d, 
and the <(J3, n) orbit of {0o, 41, 5d. 
CASE 5.2. n = 24k - 3,f = 24k - 5, k > O. 
Let Po be the <(J, n) orbits of the following blocks 
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{0o, (4k + 00, (8k - 2 - i)o}, 0 ~ i < 2k - I. 
{0o, (8k + I + 00, (I2k - 2 - 0o}, 0 ~ i < k - 2. 
{Oo,(9k + i)o,(lik - 3 - 0o}, 0 ~ i < k - 2. 
{0o, (6k - 1)0, (10k - 2)0, {0o, (Ilk - 2)0, (Ilk - I)I }, 
{0o, (Sk - 1)0, (16k - 2)0 }, {0o, (Sk)o, (10k - l)o} (if k > I), 
{0o, (9k - 1)0, (I Ik)o} (if k > I), 
and the <113, n) orbit of {0o, 41, 5d. 
CASE 5.3. n = 24k + 9,j = 24k + 7, k ~ O. 
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When k = 0 let bo be the <(1, n ) orbit of {0o, 30 , 6o} and the <113, n ) orbits of {0o, 10 , 2o}, 
{0o, 50 , 7o}, {0o, 40' 8o}, and {0o, II, 5d· 
When k = I let Po be the <11, n ) orbits of {0o, 60 , 10o}, {0o, 70, 120}, {0o, 130, 15o}, 
{0o, 140' 17o}, {0o, lIo , 22o}, {0o, So, 9d, and the <113, n ) orbit of{Oo, 41, 5d . 
When k > I let Po be the <11, n ) orbits of the following blocks: 
{0o, (4k + 2 + i)o, (Sk + 2 - i)o}, 0 ~ i < 2k. 
{0o, (Sk + 4 + i)o, (12k + 3 - i)o, 0 ~ i < k - 2. 
{0o, (9k + 2 + 00, (Ilk + 3 - 0o}, 0 ~ i < k. 
{0o, (6k + 2)0, (10k + 3)0}, {0o, (10k + 2)0, (12k + 5)1 }, 
{0o, (8k + 3)0, (16k + 6)0}, {Oo'-(lik + 4)0, (Ilk + 5)1} , 
and the <(13 , n ) orbit of {0o, 41, 5d. 
CASE 5.4. n = 24k + 15,j = 24k + 13, k ~ O. 
When k = 0 let Po be the <(1, n ) orbits of {0o, 50, So}, {0o, 50, 10o}, {0o, 11, 4o}, and the 
<113, n) orbit of {0o, 41, 51} . 
When k > 0 let {30 be the <11, n ) orbits of the following blocks: 
{0o, (4k + 3 + 00, (Sk + 4 - i)o}, 0 ~ i < 2k. 
{0o, (Sk + 7 + 00, (12k + 5 - 0o}, 0 ~ i < k - I. 
{0o, (9k + 6 + i)o, (Ilk + 4 - 0o}, 0 ~ i < k - 2. 
{0o, (6k + 3 + i)o, (10k + 5 - i)o} , 0 ~ i < 2. 
{0o, (8k + 6)0, (10k + 6)0} (when k > I), 
{0o, (12k + 6)0, (12k + 8)0}, {0o, (8k + 5)0, (16k + IO)o}, 
{0o, (llk + 5)0, (Ilk + 6)1 }, and the <113, n ) orbit of {0o, 41, 51'}. 
CASE 6. n = 12k + 8, f = 3, k ~ O. 
{0o, (4k + 3 + OJ, (6k + 4 - OJ}' 0 ~ i < k + 1. 
{0o, (4k + 3 + i) l-b , (6k + 3 - i)I-b}, 0 ~ i < k. 
{0o, (3k + 2 + i) l-b , (3k + 1 - OJ}' 0 ~ i < k. 
{0o, (3k + 3 + i)J' (3k + 1 - i)1 -J}, 0 ~ i < k. 
{0o, (3k + 2)J, (5k + 3)I-J}. 
Let {3' be the images of these blocks under the transformations (1j where (j = 0 when 
o ~ j < 6k + 4 and (j = I when 6k + 4 ~ j < 12k + 8. Now let Po be the <n ) images 
of the blocks in {3'. The graph T({3o) has the following edges: the <(1 ) orbit of {0o, Ol } and 
the < n ) orbits of the images of {0o, (4k + 2)I-J} under the transformations I1j-defined 
above. This graph has a n-factorization by Theorem 2.3. 
CASE 7. n = 12k,j = 3 or 7, k > o. 
Consider the following blocks: 
{0o, (4k + 1 + i)J, (6k - Ol - d, 0 ~ i < k. 
{0o, (4k + 1 + i)l-b, (6k - I - i)J}, 0 ~ i < k - I. 
{0o, (2k)I_J, (5k)I-b}. 
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let P' be the images of these blocks under the transformations (Jj where [) = 0 when 
o ~ j < 6k + 4 and [) = I when 6k + 4 ~ j < 12k + 8. Now let Po be the <n) images 
of the blocks in P' and the <(J, n) orbits of the following blocks: 
{0o, (2k + 1 + i)o, (4k - I - i)o}, 0 ~ i < k - 1. 
{0o, (2k + 1 + 01, (4k - i)d, 0 ~ i < k. 
{0o, (4k)0, (8k)0}. 
As in Case 6 the graph T(Po) contains the images of {0o, Od and {0o, (2k)"}, and the 
existence of a n-factorization follows from Theorem 2.3. 
This covers the case where! = 3. 
When! = 7 and k > 1 take the <(J3, n) orbit of {0o, (3k - 1)0, (3k + 1)0} instead of the 
whole <(J, n) orbit. 
When! = 7 and k = 1, let Po be the <(J, n) orbits of {0o, 40, 71}, {0o, 30, 50}, and the (n) 
orbits of the (Jj images of {0o, 10' 21}, withj = 0, 1,3,4,6,7,9,10. 
In conclusion we note that we have proved the following 
THEOREM 3.1. An S.(v) with v >! > I exists if and only ifv == I or 3 (mod 6),/ == 1 
or 3 (mod 6), and either (v - ! == 0 (mod 4), and v ~ 2f + I) or (v - ! == (mod 4), and 
v ~ 3f). 
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